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Living with ____ (number over 7) people can get messy. This can result in extraordinarily dirty
_____ (noun plural) and very _____ (adjective) people. We meet every _____ (quantifiable
length of time) to _____ (verb) about our problems and ideas and come to consensus. In our
house, we define consensus as: making a _____ (noun) that no one wants to _____ (verb). One
recent example of conflict management at our house was when a housemate felt _____
(adverb/feeling) about the number of _______ (*adjective) ________ (*noun plural) in the
_______ (*room type). Something needed to change. Our conflict resolution meeting lasted
____ (number) _____ (hours or minutes) before we finally found a solution. We decided to
utilize ______ (noun) to ______ (minimize or maximize) the (*adjective) ________ (*noun
plural) in the _______ (*room type). This way our housemate wouldn’t have to spend their
______ (time of day plural) _______(verb ending in ing) the _______ (*adjective) _______
(*previous noun plural) and could feel more ____ (feeling/adjective). Sure, things get _____
(adjective) in housing co-ops, but ultimately this only brings us closer.

*use the same answer

House Dinner
Cooking for ___ (number over 7) people sounds pretty daunting, but making dinner for my
house is actually ________ (adjective). I want to show my housemates that I am a ________
(adjective) cook and I know how to prove it: I’ll make _____________ (dish name)! I need
_______ (food), _______ (food), and _______ (food), but they’re not where I thought they were.
I look in the ________ (*place in the kitchen), but they’re not there. I next look under the
_________ (place in the kitchen); still not there. I peek in the _________ (room type), but again
nothing. I finally ask someone in the house and they tell me they are in the ____________
(*place in the kitchen). How did I miss that? ______ (feeling) that I can finally cook, I realize that
there’s only _____ (number) minutes until dinner! Fortunately, my friends in the house
__________ (verb) to my _________ (noun) and dinner is __________ (adjective). Everyone
_________ (verb) the food. I’m _________ (feeling) and my housemates are ___________
(feeling). I wonder what’s for dinner tomorrow?

*use the same answer



*use the same answer

Number over 7: Noun:
Noun Plural: Minimize or Maximize:
Adjective: *Adjective:
Length of Time: *Noun Plural:
Verb: *Room Type:
Noun: Time of Day Plural:
Verb: Verb Ending in -ing:
Adverb/Feeling: *Adjective:
*Adjective: *Noun Plural:
*Noun Plural: Feeling/Adjective
*Room Type: Adjective:
Number:
Hours or Minutes:

*use the same answer

Number over 7: *Place in Kitchen:
Adjective: Feeling:
Adjective: Number:
Dish Name: Verb:
Food: Noun:
Food: Adjective:
Food: Verb:
*Place in Kitchen: Feeling:
Place in Kitchen: Feeling:
Room Type:



The Membershipper
Membershipping at a housing cooperative isn’t so ________ (adjective). I get to eat
__________ (adjective) ___________ (noun), meet ___________ (adjective) ________ (noun),
and learn a _________ (adjective) and _________ (adjective) way to _______ (verb). The
house I’m visiting today has ____ (number) rooms, including a ______ (unusual room type)
which is pretty ________ (adjective). They live next to the ________ (location/place), too, which
makes me ________ (adjective)! They divide up ____________ (noun plural) evenly so that
everyone ____________ (verb) to the ____________ (noun) of the house, but still makes such
a big place feel _____________ (adjective). They say that to build their ____________ (noun),
they play __________ (noun plural), grow __________ (noun plural), and make __________
(noun plural) together. I haven’t done much of any of those, but I’m ________ (adjective) to get
to know what makes everyone, and the house, so ________ (adjective). This is my ___
(number) _______ (noun plural) before my membership meeting. That sounds intense, but as I
______ (verb) about everyone and how the house _______ (verb), I’m looking __________
(adverb) to it. I think I’ll _________ (adjective) it here.



Adjective: Verb:
Adjective: Noun:
Noun: Adjective:
Adjective: Noun:
Noun: Noun Plural:
Adjective: Noun Plural:
Adjective: Noun Plural:
Verb: Adjective:
Number: Number:
Unusual Room Type: Noun Plural:
Adjective: Verb:
Location/Place: Verb:
Adjective: Adverb:
Noun Plural: :


